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UNDER THE HOOD
From engine block reboring to repairing and rebuilding engines. Dan Daly Engines 
offer a large array of mechanical services and the quality of its service allied to its 
competitive pricing makes it a popular option among Irish taxi drivers. 

In business 
for over 
30 years, Dan 
Daly Engines, are 

specialists is engine repairs 
and engine reconditioning.  Dan 
Daly started the family owned business 
which is located on the Dublin/Meath border, in response 
to a lack of businesses offering a complete in-house engine 
repair service.

“We work on the cars from start to finish,” says manager 
Mark Daly. “This means that after we diagnose the problem, 
we can then do all repairs and replacements in our 
workshop with our extensive range of machining equipment 
and engine parts. This not only ensures a higher quality of 
work as the job can be overseen from start to finish but also 
cuts down the expense as there is no middle man to pay.”

There are over 14, 000 full-time taxi drivers in the I.T.D.F 
who are fully reliant of their vehicles for their livelihoods. 
When a drivers’ car gives trouble, excellent work and a 
fast turn-around speed is required so that the drivers can 
have their cars fixed and ready to get back on the road. 
Therefore, by offering a complete package of engine 
diagnosis, replacement or repair on premises, work can be 
completed to an excellent standard in a timely manner. “At 
Dan Daly Engines we are very popular with taxi drivers as 
not only do we work efficiently, we also guarantee engine 
work for 12 months in relation to recreational usage and for 
6 months for commercial use (taxi or van) so drivers can 

rely on us” says Daly
Dan Daly Engines 

deal directly with the public 
nation-wide and can offer a car 

collection service where required. They 
also frequently carry out work for garages 

throughout Ireland. The company can replace blown 
head gaskets, rebore blocks, fit liners, regrind crankshafts 
and resurface, pressure test and fully recondition cylinder 
heads. In addition to this, the business is a well established 
part supplier and also stock many common second hand 
parts, so all types of vehicles and repairs are carried out. 
“We can work on a fleet of vehicles or do a one-off repair. 
We have a large, dynamic team of mechanics here, with an 
array of experience, so no job is too big or too small,” says 
Mark. 

At the forefront of this family business is a commitment 
to good, friendly customer service. Manager Mark Daly 
is contactable by phone and email or feel free to drop in 
for a free quotation. Dan Daly Engines has a great deal of 
experience working on taxi vehicles so please check out 
this friendly, family-run business to see how they can help 
you today.

 
CONTACT INFORMATION
For further information contact Dan Daly Engines, The Bush, Dunshaughlin, 
County Meath. 
Email: dandalyengines@hotmail.com Tel: 01  825 9427, or log onto 
www.dandalyengines.com


